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Abstract-So far there exists no general, common 

specification for multi-resolution modeling (MRM) to represent 

models consistent with each other. To address this problem, a 

new formalism, multi-resolution DEVS (MR-DEVS) is put 
forward. The definition of multi-resolution entity (MRE), which 

is the basic object MRM deals with and base for MR-DEVS, is 
given. Then, MR-DEVS, combining and extending multiple 

popular existing dynamic structure DEVS formalisms, is 

elaborated in detail. MR-DEVS is capable of capturing all key 

characteristics of MRM essentially, including adapting to 

resolutions changing automatically by reflection, describing 
consistency mappings and modeling causation by consistency 

mapping functions and modeling emergence by functions of 

coupling among sub-entities constituting the same MRE. Any 

other existing formalism can't do these all. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I
N modeling and simulation, models are abstractions of the 
real world generated to address a specific problem. Since all 
problems are not defined at the same level of physical 

representation, the models built to address them will be at 
different levels. The modeling a simulation problem domain 
is too rich to ever expect all models to operate at the same 
level. All these imply that multi-resolution models (MRMs) 
and techniques to provide interoperability among them are 
inevitable, and so bring about multi-resolution modeling 
(MRM) issues. 

MRM are also at the heart of many substantive problems 
affecting model interoperability, reusability and 
composability. As shown in [1 ], MRM, which provides the 
capability for interoperability between multi-level resolution 
models, is one of the most interesting and appealing problems 
which must be solved in order to advance the field of 
distributed simulation significantly. 

The general notion of MRM has existed since at least the 
early 1 980s whose origins are related to the modeling concept 
commonly called the hierarchy of models pursued since the 
mid of 1 970s [2]. So far, many methods for MRM were 
developed for different domain and problems, such as 
Aggregation/Disaggregation [2]-[4], Multi-Representation 
Entity (MRE) [5]-[7], Integrated Hierarchical Variable 
Resolution (IHVR) [2], [4], and so on. All of these 
approaches address some issues for MRM, and provide much 
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practical significance for MRM practitioners. But, in practice, 
multi-resolution models developed by any known MRM 
approach can hard or even not be asserted to be effective or 
consistent with each other. This is mainly because there exists 
no general, common formal method for MRM to describe 
MRMs effectively. If models for different levels of entities 
are developed originally not in a common way, the linkage of 
them is certainly intractable because of the versatility of the 
structure, data types, interfaces, and mappings among them. 
"If the joined models have quite different representations, 
there might not even be a good way to join them at all" [8]. In 
our view, a common and formal way for specifYing MRMs is 
at least a fine start for interoperability among them. 

Just as Liu pointed out in [9], "the lack of formal 
specifications of MRM has become a main obstacle for the 
development of MRM. Without formalism, it is difficult to 
establish a common language among different researchers 
and model developers, and it is impossible to develop a 
multi-resolution modeling framework and tools for modeling 
automation" . 

This inspires our work in the paper. We introduce a new, 
general and common MRM formalism, called 
Multi-Resolution DEVS (MR-DEVS), by combining and 
extending multiple popular existing dynamic structure DEVS 
formalisms. 

The rest of this paper is organized as following. In section 2, 
two definitions of multi-resolution entity and multi-resolution 
system, which are objects MRM deals with, are to be given. 
In section 3, popular existing dynamic structure DEVS 
formalisms are to be expounded briefly and main problems 
with them will be pointed out. Then, in section 4, combining 
and extending these formalisms, MR-DEVS will be 
introduced and elaborated, and its key properties including 
closure under coupling will be shown constructively. In 
section 5, we will illustrate how to describe a multi-resolution 
system with MR-DEVS with an example. Finally, we will 
conclude and point out the direction of our work. 

II. ISSUES OF VARIABLE STRUCTURE IN 
MULTI-RESOLUTION MODELING 

In the section, we will first define multi-resolution entity 
and multi-resolution system which are objects MRM deals 
with and the bases for our formalism. And then we will 
analyze issues of variable structure in MRM briefly. 

A. Multi-Resolution Entity and Multi-Resolution System 

Definition 1 Multi-Resolution Entity (MRE) 

A conceptual entity that can interact with other object(s) 

at multiple levels of resolution. 

The concept of MRE was first put forward by Natrajan, et 
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al. in [5], defined as "an entity that can be perceived at 
multiple levels of resolution concurrently". Later the concept 
was developed and redefined in [6] as "a conceptual entity 
that can interact at multiple levels of resolution concurrently". 
The latter is closer to our definition. But we argue for that the 
entity can interact with other object(s) at multiple levels of 
resolution but perhaps not concurrently. In other words, the 
interactions can happen at one level of resolution at one time 
and at another level higher or lower at another time. An MRE 
can designate the entities at all resolution levels that comprise 
it. So it can interact with other objects (that are also MREs or 
maybe common objects that are not MREs) at all resolution 
levels. For instance, a MRE of plane representing single 
airplanes can interact with a tank MRE representing single 
tanks, and the same MRE of plane but representing the 
formation of planes can interact with the tank MRE 
representing the tank platoon. 

Definition 2 Multi-Resolution System (MRS) 

A complex system that involves multiple kinds of 

multi-resolution entities (MREs). 

An MRS is different from a common system in that the 
former is capable of dealing with or addressing issues of the 
change of resolutions. Whereas these issues are common for 
most systems to be modeled, they, however, are usually 
neglected in general systems modeling. It needs to be pointed 
out that those general methods for systems modeling are also 
applicable for MRM but not the focus of our research. We 
focus on how to formally describe mechanisms of resolutions 
changing and consistency mappings among models of the 
same MRE at different levels of resolution. 

B. Issues of Variable Structure in MRM 
As Uhrmacher pointed out in [1 0], ""Dynamic structure" is 

also called "variable structure". Zeigler coined the term 
"variable structure models" to describe models that contain in 
descriptions of their behavior the possibility of altering their 
own structure and, consequently, their behavior." The 
resolutions of MREs or MRSs are changeable, which brings 
about the change of structure, such as selection of different 
components, deletion of some components, or changing 
interactions among components which bring about variable 
interfaces, and so on. So, multi-resolution systems are of 
systems with variable structure, and MRM are of variable 
structure modeling in essence. 

III. DYNAMIC STRUCTURE DEVS 

"Variable structure models are a prerequisite for specifYing 
and analyzing systems that will dynamically and in part 
autonomously adapt their interactions, composition, and 
behavior patterns" [1 0]. The ways of modeling systems with 
variable structure can roughly fall into two categories, i.e. 
those based on DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification) 
[1 1 ], [1 2] and those based on other formalisms. The former 
lends the temporal dimension to structure in describing 
systems by extending DEVS. 

DEVS, introduced by Zeigler in [1 1 ], is a formal modeling 
and simulation framework based on system theory and 
mathematical theory rigidly. DEVS has well-defined 
concepts for coupling of components and hierarchical, 

modular model composition, support for discrete event 
approximation of continuous systems and an object-oriented 
substrate supporting repository reuse [1 3]. So, DEVS is 
popularly accepted and widely used. In fact, the DEVS 
approach is the mainstream for modeling variable structure. 
This is also why we take DEVS underlying our formalism. 

However regular DEVS has a static structure with which it 
is difficult to adapt to changing systems dynamically. It needs 
to extend regular DEVS to address this problem. Some 
popular such DEVS variants are DSDE (parallel dynamic 
structure discrete event system specification) [1 4], dynDEVS 
(Dynamic DEVS) [1 0] and p -DEVS (variable ports 
dynDEVS) [1 5]. DSDE focuses on the possibility to 
dynamically change the system structure according to the 
system real requirements. In DSDE, the structural changes 
are carried out by the network executive X. Each state of X is 
mapped to a structure of network by the structure function y. 
In this way, the dynamic evolution of network structure can 
be modeled by the model of network executive Mx. However, 
what is the state of X and how does it change? In fact, due to 
the abstraction of network executive its state is abstract and 
not well-defined, with the result that Mx is incapable of 
describing how to transition the state of x. So DSDE can only 
tell you the result of structure changing but cannot represent 
the mechanism for how to change network structure. 

"According to Zeigler and Oren's definition, variable 
structure models are inherently reflective systems - reflection 
being defined as the ability of a (computational) system to 
represent, control, and modifY its own behavior" [1 0]. The 
intrinsic reflective nature of variable structure models was 
however neglected in DSDE. Uhrmacher introduced this 
reflection into her formalism - dynDEVS [1 0]. In dynDEVS 
state transitions may possibly give rise to "new" models. A 
dynDEVS model can changes its structure, i.e. its state space 
and its behavior pattern, reflectively by model transition 
functions Prx. A dynDEVS model can be interpreted as a set 
of DEVS models with the same interface plus a transition 
function that determines which DEVS model succeeds the 
previous one [1 6]. From this, a dynDEVS is a multi model 
[1 2]. Similarly, the system network, i.e. dynDEVS coupled 
model can give rise to new network incarnations and change 
the network structure by network transition function PN. 

However, some systems are characterized just by a 
plasticity of their interface. Thereby, they signalize 
significant changes to the external world. These phenomena 
can particularly be found in multi-resolution simulation. The 
p -DEVS introduced variable ports into dynDEVS, which 
enables the interfaces of models and the coupling among 
models to adapt to environment automatically [1 5]. 

Although these dynamic structure DEVS formalisms 
above can describe the variability of structure, they were 
introduced and developed not for MRM. They would meet 
some big problems when they are used for MRM [1 7]. First of 
all, they can't describe mechanisms for changing models with 
different resolutions. Secondly, they are incapable of 
representing consistencies among models. So, it needs to 
further extend and modifY them. MRMS (Multi-Resolution 
Model system Specification) [1 7], [1 8], which is, to our 
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knowledge, the first DEVS based formalism special for MRM 
and based on DSDE, was put forward by Liu Baohong in [1 7]. 
Two new key concepts of Multi-resolution model Family 
(MF) and Resolution Mode (RM) were put forward by Liu in 
MRMS. MF was introduced to represent models of the same 
entity at different resolution level and the relationship among 
those models, and RM was used to represent the 
combinations of different entities' resolutions in runtime. But 
by analyzing deeply, we find out that, according to the 
structure and operational semantics of the coupled model in 
MRMS, the information contained in MF can't be utilized in 
simulation. In fact, MRMS is rather another form for DSDE, 
and essentially provide no improvement in MRM. 

Another known DEVS based formalism concerned with 
MRM is ML-DEVS (Multi-Level DEVS) [1 9], [20], 
developed recently by Uhrmacher. ML-DEVS is based on 
dynDEVS and p -DEVS and can model upward and 
downward causation and adapt to represent those systems 
with emergence and controlling relationship, as in military or 
biological system, between the micro level (high resolution) 
and macro level (low resolution). The modeling causation in 
ML-DEVS is modeling consistency among models at 
different levels. However, ML-DEVS was introduced for 
modeling systems biology and is applicable only for 
modeling two levels, i.e. "Micro-Macro" modeling. This 
means that it is not closed under coupling which is a 
requirement for hierarchical and modular modeling in 
distributed simulation. 

From above, no existing formalisms including MRMS and 
ML-DEVS can be good candidates for MRM. So it is 
necessary and significant to develop a new one. 

IV. MULTI-RESOLUTION DEVS 

In the section, our formalism, i.e. MR-DEVS, is elaborated 
in detail, and its key properties including closure under 
coupling are shown constructively. 

A. Multi-Resolution DEVS Atomic Model 

Definition 3 Multi-Resolution DEVS Atomic Model 

A reflective, dynamic structure DEVS, a prescriptive 

specification that is a meta-model used to describe 

Multi-Resolution Entities, with a structure described as 
following: 

MR-DEVS 
=< XRes'yRes, R, lJI, <flo, {m",o}' {Mr}, {CiHJ, {Z",} > where: 

XRes'yRes: the ports to notify resolution changing. When 
changing resolution, the entity could send a notification 
through the ports YRes to other objects to change their 
resolutions accordingly (see also the variable ,1p following). 
The entity could also receive the notifying events for 
changing resolution from other entities or environment 
through the ports XRes 

R: the set of the entity resolutions, which can be regarded 
as the indexes of models at different levels of resolutions of 
the same entity 

lJI = { Z R - cp} :  the set of resolution modes the entity 
presents when interacting 

<flo: the initial resolution mode with <flo E lJI 

m",o : the incarnation of models under <flo with 
m",o E M",o (M",o C Mr which will be defined in the 
following) 

CiHj: Sm; H Smj ' the function of consistency mapping 
between models at different resolutions, where i,j E R, i =/=. j. 
For 'V r E R, mr E Mn Smr is the set of states for mr. When 
an MRE is executed in concurrent mode, i.e. the entity 
interacts with other object on multiple resolutions 
concurrently, the consistency between models at different 

resolutions is hold by applying CiHj• Because the effect 
caused by the change of one model at a resolution can be 
propagated to another model at a resolution higher or lower 
by applying CiH j ' so C iH j is in effect capable of modeling 
the causation between upward and downward levels of an 
entity. The thought is the same as that in ML-DEVS. If the 
entity is modeled only at one resolution, obviously C iH j= cp .  

Z", : Y; � xl, is the coupling among different modules of 
the same entity in resolution mode qJ with qJ E lJI and r E R. 
'V r E R, Y;, xl is the output and input of the model m� and 
m! respectively, with m� , m! E Mr, where i,j are the 
indexes of modules, i =/=. j. When an entity is running under 
disaggregated states, those modules comprising the entity are 
not independent of each other. Just the reverse, they are 
coupled with each other to constitute a coupled model, which 
is the same thought as reflected in classical DEVS. Z'" can 

capture couplings among those deaggregated entities 
(DEs) constituting the same entity, which is requisite for 

modeling emergence but usually neglected by most other 

MRM approaches. If the entity is comprised of only one 
module at resolution level r (generally speaking, when the r 
is the highest level ) , Z",= cp .  

Mr: the set of models of the entity at resolution level r 

with r E R. For all mr E Mn mr is a modified DEVS model 
with a structure described as following: 

mr =< Xn Yn Sn Sr.o, Oint' Oext' Oeon , {Pr-->i}, ,1p' A, ta > 
where: 

Xr, Yr: the structured sets of inputs and outputs. The ports 
XRes'yRes at the level of MR-DEVS are responsible for 
notifying the changing of resolutions while the ports Xn Yr at 
the level of sub-entities, i.e. Mn are responsible for sending 
events for simulation interactions. Because of the variability 

of the inputs ports Xrand outputs ports Y nan MR-DEVS 
model has variable ports for interactions, following the 

same thought of variable ports as that in p-DEVS. 

Sr: the structured set of states 
sr.O: the initial state with sr,O E Sr 
Oint: Sr � Sr' the internal transition function 
Oext: Q X Xr b � Sn the external transition function with 

Q = { (s, e)ls E S, 0:::; e :::; ta (s)} total state set including 
elapsed time e remaining at state s 

oeon: Sr X Xr b � Sn the confluent transition function 
it: Sr � Yn the output function 
,1p : Sr � YRes , the notifying function for changing 

resolution(s). The change of the states of the entity could 
require creating or deleting entities including perhaps the 
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entity itself, or require or cause other entities to change their 
resolutions when the notification for these requirements 
could be sent through the port YRes to the higher parent 
network. 

ta: Sr -) R�o U {oo}, the time advance function 
Pr-+i: Sr X X Res , -) Mb the resolution changing function 

which is used to change models from one resolution to 
another one higher or lower while holding continuity between 
two successive sets of models, where i, T E R, i "* T. 

The definition above is required to satisfY the property 
CRule 1) : 
1. Any incarnation n of an entity is either equal to the 

initial incarnation m<po' or result from the transition by the 
resolution changing function Prm-+rn' i.e. , 'if n E {Mr} : 
(3m E {Mr}: n =Prm-+rn (sm) with sm E sm)V n = m<po . 

2. Given two incarnations m, n E {Mr}, n "* m, sm E 
sm, Dnand Dm the variable sets that structure the state space 
ofm, n, ifn =Prm-+rn (sm), then the resulting state sn E sn 
of n is defined by: 

n _ sT ,"ifdEDn(Wm 
Sd - {s?". "ifdEDn\Dm Lnltd' 

where s� and s;F are the values of variable d in n, m, 

respectively. 
From the definition above, a model mr at resolution level r 

is an atomic model, i.e., a modified parallel DEVS (PDEVS). 
As dynDEVS and p -DEVS, an MR-DEVS is a multimodel, 

which could be interpreted as sets of PDEVS models with 

a resolution changing function that determines which set 
of models at one resolution level succeed the previous set 
of models at another resolution level higher or lower, 
according to its current states and the implied resolution 
changing requirement. Input, output, state space, internal 
and external transition, output, and time advance functions of 
an MR-DEVS model are the same as those in PDEVS [12]. 
The resolution changing function Pr-+i answers to the 

state changes and implied resolution changing required 
by other entities by generating "incarnations" of dynamic 
PDEVS. This is so called "reflection" as in dynDEVS and 

p -DEVS. Accordingly we can call Pr-+i as reflection 
function. To support continuity between incarnations it 
preserves the values of variables that can't be 
aggregated/de aggregated from the preceding set of models or 
are not common to two successive sets of models, i.e., m and 
n, and assigns "default initial" values to the "new" variables. 

As shown above, an MRE has a variable structure 
dynamically changing caused by the changing of resolutions. 
From this point of view, intuitively, if an MRE is with only 
one resolution, it degenerates to a common entity and the 
MR-DEVS could accordingly degenerate to a PDEVS. 

PROPOSITION 1. If an entity is modeled only at one 

resolution level, the MR-DEVS model for the entity 

degenerates to a PDEVS model. 
PROOF. Given that the entity has only one resolution r. 

Obviously, it could not be split or deaggregated into multiple 
sub-entities and has only one model Mr. 

In the model represented with MR-DEVS, XRes =CP, R = { T}, 
lJl = qJo = { T}, m<po = Mn CiHj= cP, Z<p = cp .  

Now, the structure of MR-DEVS could degenerate to 
<YRes,Mr >, Obviously, in Mn Pr-+i= cp .  Let Yr=Yr U YRes ' 
then A = Ap + A . So, MR-DEVS=< YRes' Mr > = < 
Xn Yr, Sr' Sr,O' Oint, 0ext, Oeon ,A, ta >=PDEVS. # 

B. Multi-Resolution DEVS Coupled Model 

Now, we can define MR-DEVS network (coupled) model 
based on the MR-DEVS atomic model above. 

Definition 4 Multi-Resolution DEVS Coupled Model 

A reflective, higher order dynamic MR-DEVS network, a 

meta-model used to describe Multi-Resolution Systems, 

with a structure described as following: 
MR-NDEVS =< XNRes ' YNRes,ninit,N >, where: 
ninit: the initial network with ninit E N 
XNRes , YNRes : the ports to notifY resolution changing. 

When the resolution of an entity in the network changes, the 
entity could send a notification through the ports YRes to other 
entities to change their resolutions. The network could pick 
up the notification from YRes and transmit it to other 
corresponding objects in the local network (see also the 
definition of PN in the following) or send it to other networks 
through the ports YNRes (see also the definition of AN in the 
following). Of course, the network could also receive 
requirement events from other networks through the ports 
XNResfor some entities to change resolutions. 

N :  the least set of network incarnations with the following 
structure: 

n =< X, Y, D, {Md}, {Id}, {Zi,j}, PN' AN >, where: 
X, Y: the structured sets of inputs and outputs 
D: the set of entities 
Md: the MR-DEVS model of entity d for all d E  D 
Id: the set of influencers of d for all d E D  U {N} with 

Id cD U {N}, N the name of the network itself. 
Zi,j: the i-to-j output-input translation function with i,j E 

D U {N}, i "* j 
PN: Sn X XNRes -) N, the network transition function with 

Sn= X Yies ' a cross-product of the notification events of all 
dED 

entities in the local network for changing resolution. 
AN: sn -) YNRes , the notifYing function for changing 

resolution(s). When the resolution of an entity changes, the 
entity could require entities in other networks to change their 
resolutions by sending a notification event which will finally 
be sent out through the ports YNRes' 

The definition above is required to satisfY the property 
CRule 2) : 

l .'ifn E N :  (3m E N :  n =PN(Sm) with sm E Sm )V 
n =n init, i.e., any network incarnation n either equals to the 
initial network configuration ninil , or result from the 
transition by the network transition function PN' 

2. Given two network incarnations n, m EN, n"*m, let 
sm E Sm , Dn and Dm the sets of entities in n and m 

respectively, m'd E M'd and md E Md the model incarnations 
of entity d E  Dm, d E Dn respectively. If n = PN (sm) then: 

VdED" nDm 1) 
2) 
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1) The application of PN preserves the state and structure 
of entities that are not common to the composition of the "old" 
network incarnation m and the "new" one n. In this case, 
md' could be calculated further by rule 1 above. 

2) Entities that are newly created are initialized. In this 
case , since enities are represented with MR-DEVS models, 
their initial states and structures, i.e. mf,;:itd are given by the 

initial incarnation mipo in its initial state sr,O ( see the 
definition of MR-DEVS above). 

The thought line of PN is the same as those of network 
transition functions in dynDEVS and p -DEVS. For detailed 
information about them see the references [1 0], [1 5]. 

Like proposition 1 ,  if all entities in the network have only 
one resolution, the network would degenerates to a common 
system without the variability of structure or with the 
variability of structure but not caused by the changing of 
resolution. In this case, MR-NDEVS would accordingly 
degenerate to a general PDEVS coupled models. 

PROPOSITION 2. If all entities in a network are to be 

modeled only at one resolution level, the MR-NDEVS model 

for the network degenerates to a PDEVS coupled model. 

PROOF. Let Rd the resolution of entity d. IRdl = 
1, for all d E D � X�es = Y�es = 0, for all d E D A 
XNRes = YNRes = 0 � sn = x Yffes = 0 � PN = 0 A 

dED 
AN = 0 � MR-NDEVS=< X, Y, D, {Md}, { Id}, {Zi,j} >. As 
already shown in proposition 1 ,  Md is a basic PDEVS model. 
So, MR-NDEVS is a PDVES coupled model. # 

Besides, MR-NDEVS is closed under coupling. 
THEOREM 1. (Closure under coupling) The MR-DEVS 

formalism is closed under coupling, i.e., any network 

obtained by coupling models specijied by the MR-DEVS 

formalism is itselfspecijied by the MR-DEVS formalism. 
PROOF. Suppose the MR-DEVS coupled model be: 
MR-NDEVS=< XNRes , YNRes, ninit,N >, N set of 

network incarnations with the following structure: 
n =< X, Y, D, {Md}, { Id}, {Zi,j}, PN, AN > 

Now, it need to be proved that MR-NDEVS could be 
represented as a MR-DEVS atomic model with structure as 
following: 

MR-DEVS= 
< XRes ,YRes' R, lJ', CPo, {minit}, {Mr},{ CiHj}, {Zip} >, where 
Mr has a structure: 
Mr =< Xr, Yn Sr' Sr,O' Oint' 0ext, aeon, {Pr,;}, Ap> A, ta >. 

Let XRes = XNRes' YRes = YNRes' R = U Rd, Rd the set of 
JED 

resolutions of entity d. Let lJ' = { 2R - ¢}, CPo = U Ri�it' 
dED"'lI 

Dinit the set of entities in the initial network configuration, 

Rd. the set of resolutions of entity d in the initial resolution Inlt 
mode. Let {minit} = U {mi�iJ ,  m;�it the set of models of 

dED""1 

entity d in the initial resolution mode. Let {Ci J·} = U {C;dJ}, , 
dED ' 

{Cd} the set of mapping functions of entity d. Let {Zip} t,J 

={Zi ·}U( U Zd), Zd the coupling function of modules in ,J JED 'P 'P 

entity d in resolution mode cp. 
Now, it is key to prove that the network incarnation n 

could be represented as the form of Mr. In Mr, the 
constructions of Xn Yn Sn Sr,O' Oint' Oext' aeon , A, ta are the 
same as in the proving process for the closure under coupling 
of basic PDEVS [1 2]. Let Ap = AN' The network transition 
function PN of the network finds its counterpart in the 
resolution changing function Pr-->;, both functions adhere to 
the principle of value preservation and initialize new 
variables and new components, respectively [1 0]. 

Now, all variables in MR-NDEVS are translated into the 
variables in MR-DEVS. The proposition holds. # 

C. Discussion 

As shown in Fig.l , the thought line of the resolution 
changing function Pr-->i ,  which can change structure 
reflectively and adapt to environment automatically, inherits 
from the model transition function Pa with reflection in 
dynDEVS and p -DEVS. However the Pr-->i is different from 
Pa in that the transition by Pr-->i is from one set of models to 
another set of models while the transition by Pa is from one 
model to another model. Due to the variability of ports Xn Yr 
with different resolution r , the ports for interactions are 
changeable. So as in p -DEVS, a MR-DEVS model has 
variable ports which can adapt to the demand on changeable 
interfaces for interactions or other requirements from 
environment automatically. As MRMS, it is also capable of 
describing resolution modes including concurrent mode 
which is necessary for distributed simulations especially for 
joint military training. Besides, it is capable of representing 
consistency mappings between different levels of resolutions 
by consistency mapping function CiH j . The consistency 
mapping is another form for causation that captures the 
affecting between upward and downward levels. Furthermore, 
it can model emergence behavior by the couplings among 
modules or sub-entities of the same entity, i.e. "Zip" function. 
To our knowledge, other researchers deal with DEs as 
independent of each other. Even more, Liu argued for that the 
independency among DEs is a premise for aggregating DEs 
into one entity [9], [1 7], [1 8]. But just the reverse, in our view, 
those DEs maybe interact and couple with each other, which 
is so common in the real world. Emergence behaviors 
common in many systems such as system biology and 
military domains are such phenomena caused by interactions 
among DEs. Any other formalism except for ML-DEVS can't 
model consistency mapping, causation and emergence. In 
ML-DEVS, the causation and emergence can be modeled by 
lending states to coupled model and by value coupling 
function Vdown, downward output function Adown, and 
activation function aetup together. However, due to the 
orientation of these functions an ML-DEVS coupled model 
could not be translated into an ML-DEVS atomic model. This 
means ML-DEVS is not closed under coupling which is 
simply a fatal defect for MRM. 

In summary, MR-DEVS can model dynamic structure, 
non-linearity, emergence behavior reflectively and adaptively 
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while holding continuity and consistency among models. So 
it complies with Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) theory. 

the system uses three different abstraction levels to model the 
duel between hostile attacking airplanes and anti air defense 
units. At the operational level, flight attack units, i.e. airplane 
formation, and air defense companies as the fundamental 
entities are to be modeled. On a tactical level, we have 
representations for single airplanes and single anti air defense 
units including air-surveillance, i.e. radar station and three 
firing units, i.e. air defense artillery. On the lowest level we 
will model bomb and missile impacts on a technical level 
with detailed representations for every single soldier, vehicle, 
missile and bomb. 

dynamic 
structure 

non- linearity adaptability 

Complex adaptive system 
(CAS) theory 

Fig.l. Relationship among MR-DEVS 
and other dynamic structure DEVS formalisms 

consistency 
mapping 

variable 
ports 

reflection 

V. AN EXAMPLE FOR MRM USING MR-DEVS 

The resolution changing criterion is: if the distance 
between the two hostile units (on the operational level) gets 
small enough, or if a bomb is dropped (at the tactical level), 
the appropriate disaggregation process is initiated. When the 
smallest distance between air defense units and airplanes is 
large enough or all units of one side are eliminated, the status 
information of each one of the soldiers and the unit's different 
capabilities are aggregated into the state of a firing or 
surveillance unit and only units (on the operational level) are 
to be modeled. Besides, if the director or some trainees who 
are authorized in the exercise want to have a view of some 
entities on two or more resolution levels at the same time, the 
resolution changing could be done manually by force. 

In this section, we will illustrate how to represent an MRS 
with MR-DEVS formalism with an example. 

Now, let's represent the system with our MR-DEVS 
formalism. As illustrated in Fig.2 described with another 
MRM formalism System Entities Structure (SES) [21 ], the 
system network model is represented by MR-PA , involving 
two MREs, plane and artillery, for which the models are 
MR-P and MR-A respectively. Suppose the simulation start at 
the operational level when the resolution of plane is formation 
and artillery is at company level. The models for airplane 
formation and artillery company are MF and Me respectively. 
Let the threshold distance for disaggregation/aggregation or 
resolution changing between the two hostile units is D. 

Let's consider such a system in [8]. As illustrated in Fig. 2, 

I 

I 
Plane MRE 

MR-P 
II 

Nctwo_rk of Air Defense System 

MR-PA 

I 
Artillery MRE 

MR-A 

II 
PlanesFormation SinglcPlancs A.rtillcryCompany SinglcUnits Single Soldiers 

M�- � Mr Me � Mru Mrs 
"'" III ', I I 

"
.,. 

Plane ,u�-f t-u-, 'uuF OJ t ,  I I 
MpI2 : RadarStation FircUnitsl IRadarOperator Radar Guard : ShellL...oatiers ArtilleryVehicles Artillerymen 

i------) Aggrega t i ani 

Deaggrega t i on 

A. Plane MRE 

V· 
I MAUH !C .... - MAUV :: M"!>ItK ---+ MASK MAS11G I MAS!!. M"sv MASIU' 

---------� �;:::�.::, Jrcn:un-'�t�
-
:��------::;---------------- ,--�+�---------H�--------:�I_l----, ----+ ' " ISbellLoader Vehicle Artilierym1111 I 

Interaction M"UVI.2.3 �------------------- -----) L_��I�.�'�_� __ ��1..:.2..:..3_=_��I��::'3 __ ] 
among DEs 

Fig.2. System Entities Structure (SES) of air defense system network 

The model for plane MRE, i.e. MR-P is represented with 
MR-DEVS atomic model. 

Xkes={xPlxP E{F,P,FP}}, where F, P, FP are input events 
for plane MRE to be executed at formation level, single plane 
level and concurrently at both levels respectively 

Yles={yPlyP E{DesC,DesU,AggU,AggS}}, where DesC, 
DesU, AggU, AggS are output notifYing events for artillery 
MRE to deaggregate or aggregate. Respectively, DesC is for 

MR - P =< Xkes' Yles' Rp,lJlp, q;g, {m�o}, {Mil, crF'-+rp, 
{Z�} > where: 
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disaggregation from the level of company to single units, 
DesU from single units to single vehicles and soldiers, AggU 
is for aggregation from single units to company, and AggS 
from single vehicles and soldiers to single units. 

Rp={ TF,Tp} , where TF formation level of resolution, Tp 
single plane level of resolution 

lPp={ TF,Tp, (TF,Tp)} , resolution modes for plane MRE 
where (TF,TP) designates concurrent mode 

qJb={ TF} 
m�O =MrFo 
{Mn={MrF, Mr p}, where MrF={MF} the set of models for 

plane MRE at formation level that has only one model MF, 
Mrp ={ Mp1, MpJ the set of models for plane MRE at single 
plane level that has two models Mp1 and Mp2 

Model at formation level (operational level): 

MF =< 
XF, YF, SF, SF,O, OF,int' OF,ext, OF,con ,Pr F"-,r p' AF,p' AF, taF > 
where the descriptions for those variables concerned with 
resolution are: 

SF ={FCor,FV,FS!{FCor= (Fx,Fy,Fz)!Fx,Fy,Fz E 
R )),FV E R,FS E {O,I,2}}, where FCor, FV, FS position, 
velocity and status (number of planes remained) of airplane 
formation respective 

PrF""..;r p: SF x Xkes -7 {Mp;}, i E {1,2}: if !FCor-ACor!<D 
V xP =FP V xP =P where ACor the position of artillery 
company, then the changing of resolution from formation 
level to single plane level would happen when the new 
models Mp; for single planes would be created and initialized 
according to rule I. Then the models of MF would be 
removed out of simulation if xP=P, otherwise Mp.and MF are , 
executed concurrently if xP=FP. In the initialization of Mp., , 
the key is to call disaggregation function to get new states, i.e. 
( SP1,SP2) =DeAggrF .... r p(SF) · During the process, the values 

preserved in the preceding aggregation would be utilized to 
hold continuity (see Pr p ..... rF following). It is an important, 

, 
necessary and intractable work for MRM practitioners to 
design such disaggregation functions which are subject to 
many factors, such as military doctrine and command and 
control relationship. 

AF,p: SF -7 vIes: if !FCor-ACor!<D then yP=DesC 
Models at single plane (tactical) level: 

Mp; =< XP;' Yp;,Sp; ' Sp;,O, Op;,int' Op;,ext' op;,con, 
Pr p .... r F' Ap. p' Ap., tap. > with i E {1, 2} 

i l' l l 

where the descriptions for those variables concerned with 
resolution are: 

Sp;={PCor,PV,PS,PFire!{PCor=(Px,Py,Pz)!Px,Py,PzE R)}, 
PVER, PSE{O,I}, PFireE{O,I}}, where PC or position, PV 
velocity, PS status (O-destroyed, I-live), PFire fight 
status(O-normal, I-fire) 

Pr p ..... rF: SP; X Xkes -7 MF: if !(PCorI+PCor2)/2-ACor!:2:D , 
V xP=FP V xP =F then as in PrF .... rp' a process for resolution 
changing is to be done. Here the modelers need to design a 
aggregation function, i.e. SF= Aggrp .... rF (Sp1 ,Sp2): FCor = 

(PCorl +PCor2)/2, FV = (PVI +PV2)12, FS= PS I +PS2, but 
not a disaggregation one in PrF .... rp. Besides, the states of Mpi, 
i.e SPi must be preserved to hold continuity between two 
successive resolution changing due to the loss of information 
during the aggregation. The values preserved would be used 
when the successive disaggregation happens (see Pr F .... r p 
above). 

Ap;,p :  SP; -7 YIes : if !(PCor! +PCor2)I2-ACor! :2: D then 

yP=AggU, If PFire=1 then yP=DesU 
Consistency mapping functions: 
C{F .... r p: SF -7 (SP1, SpJ : (Sp1' SpJ=DeAggrF .... rp(SF) 
C{p .... rF: . x Sp. -7 SF : SF= Aggrp .... rF (Sp1,SpJ IE{I,2) , 
In simulation, if the plane MRE is required to executed 

concurrently at both levels, it would receive the event for this 
requirement through the ports Xkes' i.e. xP =FP when the 
consistency mapping functions C{F .... r p or C{p .... rF would be 
called to maintain consistency between models at the two 
levels. 

Z�: YP1 -7 XP2' cP E{Tp, (TF,TP)}' If the plane is modeled at 
single plane level or in concurrent mode, the wing plane 
(represented by M P2' for instance) must receive commands 
from the leading plane (Mp) (see Fig.3(b) or (c». 

From above, it can be found that the 
disaggregation/aggregation functions are the same as 
consistency mapping functions. Indeed it is so. 

In practice, the design of aggregation function is much 

easier than that of disaggregation function. So we could 

maintain consistencies through aggregation but not 

disaggregation as possible. In our scenario, we take the 
aggregation process, i.e. cip<-rF' and the aggregation function 
is very simple, i.e. SF = Aggr p .... rF (SP1 ' SP2 ): FCor = 
(PCorl +PCor2)/2, FV= (PVI +PV2)/2, FS= PS I +PS2. 

Now, we have illustrated how to represent the plane MRE 
with MR-DEVS in detail. 

B. Artillery MRE 

In the section, we will represent the artillery MRE with 
MR-DEVS, the process of which is similar to that of plane 
MRE above. To save space, we will only enumerate models 
and their key variables concerned with resolution but not 
elaborate them in detail. 

MR - A =< Xtes,YR�s' RA, lPA' qJ�, {m�o}, {M,:4}, 
{C�cHr u' C�uHr s}' {Z:} > ,  where: 

RA={ Tc,Tu, Ts} ' the set of resolutions for company level, 
single units level and single vehicle and soldier level 
respective 

lPA={ Tc,Tu, Ts, ( Tc,TU), ( TU' TS), ( TC' Tu, Ts)} 
xtes ={ xA! xA E {C,U,S,CU,US,CUS}}, where C, CUS 

input event for the artillery MRE to be executed at company 
level and concurrently at all three levels respectively 

YR�S={yA!yA E {DesF}}, where DesF output notifYing 
event for the plane MRE to deaggregate from formation to 
single plane level 

qJ�={ Td 
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{m�o}={Mc,o} 
{M;t}={Mrc' MrU'Mrs}, where 
Mrc ={Md set of models at company (operational) level 

TC with only one mode Mc for artillery company, 
Mru={MAUR' {MAUVJ}, i E {1,2,3} set of models at single 
units (tactical) level Tu with a model MAUR for radar station 
and three models {MAUVi } for three artillery vehicles, 
Mrs ={ MASHR' MASR' MASHG' {MASVJ, {MASHWi}' {MASHFi} }, 
i E {1,2,3} set of models at single vehicle and soldier 
(technical) level Ts with MASHR for radar operator, MASR for 
radar, MASHG for radar guard, MASVi for artillery vehicle, 
MASHWi for shell loader, MASHFi for artilleryman 

Consistency mapping functions: 
c;tu--+r c: SAUR X ( x SAUV') � Sc 

fe{I.2,l} , 

C�--+ru: SASHR X SASR X SASHG � SAUR 
SASVi X SASHWi X SASHFi � SAUVi' i E {1,2,3} 

c;tc--+r u: Sc � (SAUR, SAUV1, SAUV2, SAUV) 
c;tu--+r s: SAUR � (SASHR, SASR' SASHG) 

SAUVi � (SASVi' SASHWi' SASHFi), i E {1,2,3} 
Functions of coupling among deaggregated entities (see 

Fig.3(b) and (c»: 
Z�: z;tu: YAUR � XAUVi ' i E {1,2,3} 

z;ts: YASHR � XASR 
YASR � XASVi' i E {1,2,3} 
YASHWi � XASVi, i E {1,2,3} 
YASHFi � XASVi, i E {1,2,3} 

C System Network Model 

The plane MRE and artillery MRE together constitute a 
network of system with a structure as following: 

MR-PA=< XNRES ,YNRES' ninit, N >, where: 
XNRes={ (xP, xA) l(xP, xA) E \l'p X \l'A}, input events for 

changing the structure of network that is one of combinations 
(cross-product) of resolution modes for plane MRE and that 
for artillery MRE 

YNRes=(Z) 
'<In E N the set of structures: 

n =<XN,YN,D, {Md}, {ld},{Zi,j},PN,ilN > 
where: 
D={P,A}, P index of plane MRE, A artillery MRE 
{Md}={MR - P,MR - A} 
Ip={N,A} 
IA={N,P} 
IN={P,A}, where N the network itself 
Zp: XN X YA � Xp 
ZA:XNXYP�XA 
ZN: Yp X YA � YN 
ilN=(Z) 
PN: vIes X YRr;,s X XNRes � N 
Now, let's enumerate several network incarnations from 

the start of the initial configuration ninit. 
Note: in the following, the indications of the subscripts of 

network incarnation n are: f, p, fP indicate plane is to be 
simulated at formation level, single plane level and 

concurrently at both levels respectively, the indications of c, u, 
s, us, cu, cus for artillery MRE are similar. The sign EEl 
indicates a relationship of combination or interaction or 
resolution mode. For instance,fpEElcu indicates concurrent 
interactions between plane MRE at formation and single 
plane levels and artillery MRE at company and single unit 
levels. 

ninit=nf$c the initial network configuration is in "airplane 
formation-artillery company" mode ( see Fig.3(a»: 

{M�nit}={ MR - Pinit,MR - A init ={MF•O' Mc.o} 
ZF: XN.FC X Yc � XF 
Zc: XN,FC X YF � Xc 

f$c Z N : Yc X YF � YN,FC 
p£$c: ifyF =DesC V yA=DesF V (xP,xA)= (P,U) then 

np$u = Pn [fiJc--+npfiJu 

np$U ("single plane-fire unit" mode, see Fig.3(b») 
{M�$U}={Mrp' MrJ={ {Mp1,Mp),{ 

MAUR, MAUV1, MAUV2, MAUV3}} 
3 

Zpl:XN X ( x YAUV·) � XP1 
J�l 1 

1 

ZP2: x YAUV' � XP2 
j�l 1 

2 
ZAUR: x Yp. � XAUR 

i=l l 

2 
ZAUV': x Yp. � XAUV" i E {1,2,3} l j=i 1 l 

p$u Y y; ZN : AUR � N 
p�$U: ifyP=Des U V (xP,xA)= (P,US) then 

np$US = PnpfiJu--+npfiJus 

np$Us ("single plane- fire unit-single soldier" concurrent 

mode, see Fig.3( c») : 
{M�$US}={Mrp' Mru' Mrs}={ {Mp1, Mp2},{ 

MAUR, MAUV1' MAUV2' MAUV3 },{MASV' MASHW, MAsHF}} 
3 

Zpl:XN X ( x YAUV·) � XP1 
J�l 1 

1 
ZP2: x YAUV' � XP2 

j�l 1 

2 
ZAUR: x Yp. � XAUR 

i=l l 

2 
ZAUV': x Yp. �XAUV.,i E {1,2,3} 

' J�l 1 , 

p$u ZN : YAUR � YN 
P$us"f P-A U h - . 'f (  P A)_ PN . I Y - gg t en nf$c-PnpfiJus--+n[fiJC' I x ,  x -

(FP,CUS) then nfp$cus = PnpfiJu--+n[PfiJCus' In this case, the 
network structure would become the most complex because 
all levels of all entities would be simulated concurrently, 
which would bring about the most intricate and perhaps 
intractable interaction relationships among entities and their 
sub-entities at different resolution levels. 
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Fig.3. Incarnations of the structure of air defense system network and their transitions 
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The structures of the three incarnations and transitions 
among them are illustrated as Fig. 3. We can also represent 
the remained structures and their transitions by following the 
process above. 

From above, we can fully see the complexity of issues for 
MRM. The system in our scenario is just a typical but simple 
one. In practice, those systems or issues MRM deals with 
maybe much more complicated and intractable. But those 
MREs and MRSs can still be represented with MR-DEVS no 
matter how complex they are. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

MR-DEVS combines and extends multiple popular 
existing dynamic structure DEVS formalisms. By comparing 
Fig.2. described with SES and Fig.3. with our formalism 
MR-DEVS, it could easily be found out that MR-DEVS is 
capable of describing the dynamic evolution of structures 
caused by resolution changing while SES can only describing 
the static structure or a "snapshot" of the structures of an 
MRS. Besides, and of course, MR-DEVS has other many 
advantages over SES and other formalisms. In sum, 
MR-DEVS is capable of explicitly capturing and describing 
all aspects of key characteristics of MRM, i.e. 
self-adaptability or reflection, modeling continuity and 
consistency, modeling emergence and causation. The 
example shows that our formalism has these capabilities and 
is powerful and totally self-contained. And so MR-DEVS can 
meet the goal of and requirements for MRM. 

In near future, we will develop simulator algorithms for 
the MR-DEVS which support executing MR-DEVS models 
and simulation effectively and efficiently, and develop a tool 
for modeling any MRSs, which can assert consistencies 
among models and the goals of MRM to be obtained 
automatically. 
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